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length are indefinitely small. Let m and 2<x be the strength and length of the small magnet which occupies the element dv of volume, and let M = 2am be its moment. The moment per unit of volume is 2am[dv. Representing this ratio by I, we have the relation Idv — %am = M. The positive direction of the axis of this ideal magnet represents the positive direction of magnetisation of the body at the element dv, and the intensity of the magnetisation is measured by /. The potential of any element of a magnetic body at a point P which is at a finite distance r from the element is                     , \,
—— cos 6 where 9 is the angle which the distance r makes with the positive direction of magnetisation.
327.    Elementary rule.    The potential Idv cos #/r2 is  the same as the repulsion of the element dv, supposed to be of density /, when resolved in the direction of magnetisation.   It immediately follows   that when   the   direction   of magnetisation   is uniform throughout the body the potential at a point P is the same as the repulsion at P of that body, supposed to be of density /, when resolved in the direction of magnetisation.    If the intensity J is not also uniform, the body is supposed to be heterogeneous.    This simple rule frequently enables us to write down the potential of a magnetic body.
328.    Magnetic rod.   The potential of a thin uniformly magnetised rod AB of volume v and length I at any external point P
is                    — (— - —} or — (sin £- sin a)
by Arts. 10, 11, according as the direction of magnetisation is along, or perpendicular, to the length. In the former case we see that the magnetic rod acts as if it were a simple magnet of equal length whose strength is Iv/l.
This result may also be arrived at by a priori reasoning. The effect of the elementary magnet in any element dv of volume is not altered if its leogth is increased (without changing the moment Idv) so that the magnet occupies the full length of each element. The positive and negative ends of the successive magnets then destroy each other, leaving a positive element of magnetism at one end of the rod and a negative element at the other.

